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Introduction

The magnetic properties and phase transformations of tha MeMn,X (Ие = Al, Cu, Zn, Ga, Sn

o t c . j X н C, H) metal l ic perovakites were the eutijeot of r."serous s tudies in the la s t

years (вее / I / and the reference t h e r e i n ) . The question er lees whether and how the chan-

ge of the magnetic s t r u c t u r e affects the hyperfine f ield at the nucleus of a diamagnetic

atom. SnMn,Hf the unit c e l l of which i s shown on figure 1, aeess to be very suitable to

study t h i e problem using the Moesbauer resonaace of °Sn n u c l e i .

Oil the bas is of average magnetization, i-ray di f f ract ion /1,2/ and neutron dif fraction / 3 /

BeaBHremsntB, Sni&iJI w a s known to undergo magnetic phase transformations at 175 К e^i 230 К

and t o have a Keel temperature 475 К although the neutron di f f ract ion data could not be

Interpreted usssbigouely / 3 / . The Kossbauer measurements were performed with the g<m to de-

t e c t these transformations ana to see idiether the anomalous peak in the magnetic suscept-

i b i l i t y around 380 E / 1 / manifests i t e e i r in tfce hyperfine f i e l d .

The measurements were performed on a constant acceleration spectrometer /4/ designed and

manufactured by the Technical Department of the Central Research Institute for Physics, Bu-

dapest. The source aa 5 mCi BaSnO, at room temperature with a nominal linewidth of 0.93

mm/sec for a BaSnO, absorber. The isomer ihift values in this paper are given with respect

to this source. To avoid the 25.6 keT x-raye of tin which can not be diatiguished from the

23.8 keV Hosebauer transition a Fd filter of 4C urn thickness cas used.

The surface density of the absorbers was xC mg/cm natural tin. To ensure the homogenity of

the sample the SnHn-E powder was mixed with EH, To escape damageв of the sample the high

temperature spsctra were recorded in a vacuum furnace.

Some characteristic spectra are shown on figure 2. A single line spectrum is obtained in

the high temperature phase. The other spectre above 175 К can be described as a six-line

curve of hyperfine splittit.'
lt
 At low temperatures the spectrum is the superposition of tno

six-line patterns and a paramagnetic peak (marked by ал arrow on the 83 К spectrum).

The spectra were evaluated by a least squares fitting program /5/ that is able to take in-

to account several constraints. The application of some reasonable constraints. The vanish-

ing of the quadnipole interaction because of the cubic or nearly cubic environment of Sn

/1/ or the equality of the isoaer shifts for the two mibpatterns at low temperatures becau-

se of the cheaical equivalence of all Sn atoms, etc. were such constraints. The parameters

derived from the spectra are plotted on figure 3. The errors ia the figure are the standard

deviations of the parameters as computed by the program. Taking into accownt the systemat-

ic errors, the error of H is 1 kOe, that of S 0.05 am/see and of Г 0.2 шв/sec. The dashed

line denotes the observed lower limit ofГ, lines are, however, considerably wider near to

phase boundaries.

Discussion

The magnetic phase transformations at 175 К and 230 К cause abrupt changes in the hyperfine

field. Moreover, there is aaother abrupt change in the hyperfine field at 350 К which can

be explained by a further first order magnetic phase transformation. This phase transfor-

iLation was found by a-ray diffraction, too /6/ as a cubic-tetragonal transformation and is

certainly related to the anomaly of the susceptibility /7/.
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"he --зс.ЧЬ change i. * the hyperfine field around 475 К suggests thaJ the 'leel transition is

•">f sercnd order making possible to apply the Landau theory to determine the magnetic

structure o
f
 the 350 К to 475 К pbaae In eplte of the lack of neutron deta in this range 111»

Eelow 175 К the hyrerfine fields show an extremely strong temperature dependence down to

si-out E3 K. Below БЗ л the hyper-fine fields reach their saturation value suffering no sig-

nificant change between 53 К and 4.2 K. The existence of two 'or perhaps even more) hyper-

fine fields shows that tire maKnetic unit cell does not coincide with the chemical one, ч

finding oonfiimed by neutron diffraction data, too /3/. The ieome.r shift (2.50 t 0.01 mm/

/sec) of the paramFgnetic line observed at 83 К is closed to to that of /3-Sn.

At 175 К the hyperfine fields change abruptly and therefore this transformation should be

of f'rat order. This could not be aeen from the x-ray data /1/ since the tetragonality

changes co.itinoualy at 175 K.

At about 23C К t".-.e hyperfin^ field changes abruptly (being 52 kOe at 231 K). This corres-

ponds to a tetragonal-cubi : transformation /1/. From here up, the field decreases linearly

v.nich is presumably due to the temperature dependent rotation of the magnetic moment в,

suggested also by neutron infraction /3/,

It is not easy to understand how such a high hyperfine field in this cubic antiferromagnet-

ic /1/ phase can exist at all. Assuming that the magnetic moment jx of a Kn atom gives rlee to

a hyperfine *"ield contribution at the nucleus of a Sn atom at a distance r:

H = a (r) u (1)

where a(r) is an arbitrary function of r, one can easily see that the sum cf the hyperfine

fields at the vertices of the unit cell in a cubic antiferrotcagnetic perovekite lattice

should be zero. This contradiction csin hardly be rumored by astiiEing a weak ferromagnetism

or a small distortion of the lattice. The accuracy of the x-ray data /l/exolttdes the exist-

ence of a liyperfine field, caused by the lattice distortion, greater tnaa about 5 kOe. On

the other hand, there exists indeed a weak spontaneoi a mobî nt in tbie phase 111 but this la

too small ('-̂ -'б.Ю u
B
 per Mn-atom; to cause any disenable effect. The fielfi can not be

explained by a deviation from the stoiehiometry either, as it can be seen from the small

linewidth data.

It can be eaeily ghswn by very genersl conpderations that supposing the spatial isotropy a

magnetic fiold caused by the magnetic moment u should always be written in the following

form:

H = a(r) д + b(r) (£?)r (2)

which is a generalization of the dipole field :

Sdip = - ̂  ,И
 +
 3 . r~5(£r)r (3)

This suggests that in lattice sites where the exchange field /1/ vanlehes, the hyperfine

field at the nucleus o* a diamagnetic atom is approxioately proportional to the field of
the external iipoles:

b(r) = 3/3r"5 (41

i<e- §hf = 3^ Z г"5
 ̂

J
r

1
)P

1 ( 5 )

•.vhere/3 does not depend aharply on the structural details (at least for Sn-Hn compouada).

Unfortunately, there are very few magnetic structure end hyperfine field data for such

substances. Using those for BÛ Sn /8,9/, and for Snl&3H /7/ an estimation |/3|»4 givee

rather correct values. One should however check this model on further compounds end determ-

ine the sign of fi .
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? i g . 3 . The hyperfine f i e l d (H) , israner s h i f t (.3) end l ineis ldth ( Г ) o f the Hosabeuer epectrs

of Snlln,No The points mer&ed by a square and an a s t i r isk nere recorded i n a preliminary run.
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